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This study was undertaken to determine the minimum number of linear
accelercueters necessary to determine the aerodynamic characteristics of
the XSM-65 missiles from flight tests and to obtain the equations fox the
linear and angular accelerations about the three reference axes in teras
of the accelerometer readings.

The final results are dependent on the geometric location of ths
accelerometers so it is recommended that the locations of the instrumentation
accelerometers be checked before using the final equations that are set
forth heye.
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SUIMAR

In order to determine the aerodynamic force and moment characteristics
of a missile from flight tests, it is necessary to have measurements of the
linear and angular accelerations about the three reference axes. Since
angular accelerometers having the desired accuracy and capable of wich-
standing the enviromnt of the XSI-65 missiles are not available# it has
become necessary to obtain these wasm-e•ents through the use of linear
accelerometers. This report presents the results of a study to determine
the minimu nuiber of accelerometers required to acomplish these measure-
ments and a study to determine the relative contribution of each instrment
toward the net measured acceleration.

By analyzing the general equations for the net measured acceleration,
it is shown that the contributions of the centripetal accelerations are
negligible providing the angular velocities are moderate. This permits
a reduction of the required linear acceleration measurements from nine to
six.

Then, using the instruimnt locations current in September 1956, from
Reference I through .. , a nmerical analysis was made to determine the
relative contiibution of each instrument. The results are given in
Ecuations 7 to 18.

Equations 7 to 12 are valid for the general case, but Equations 13
to 18 are valid only for the configuration used in this report.
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INTRODUCTION

During the design of a missile, estimates are made of the aerodynmeic
forces and mament characteristics based on theoretical and wind tunnel data.
The theoretical values are, of necessity, based on certain assumptions
regarding the effects of viscosity and compressibility whift the wind tunnel
data contains some interference from the system used to support the model.
Consequently, it i most desirable to obtain a fital check on the accur4ey
of the predicted characteristics, from flight tests of the full-scale
vehicle,

Furthermore, since the M•4-65 is statically unstable, a certain angle
of attack limit exists beyond which the gimballed rocket thrust chambers
cannot trim the missile. Should this limit inadvertantly be exceeded in
the flight test it should be possible to define the limit from the data
qbtained and thus provide a check on the predicted limit.

In obtaining these aerodynamic characteristics, two primary measure-
ments are the linea and angular accelerations about the three refer3nce
axes. Current instrumentation planning includes the use of servo
acceleraeters to obtain the linear accelerations, but no angular acceler-
ometers that provide the required accuracy and which meet the ISM-65
environmental specification are available in time for the first flight
vehicles. Consequently, it is necessary to obtain angular accelerations
by using linear accelerometers and a "base-line" technique.

The study reported herein was undertaken to determine the minimam
number of linear accelerometers required to define the linear and angular
accelerations about the three reference axes. As a supplement, equations
vere obtained to show these net accelerations in terms of the acceleration
measured by each instrument.
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The instrument locations current in September 1956 for the XM-65A
S/14 missile from Referemces 1 through 3 are shown in Figure 1. !rne
geometry is presented in Table I.

is shown in the detailed development of Appendix A, the analysis of +te
general acceleration of a body requires the measurement of linear accelera-
tions, angular velocity and angular acceleration about each of this.
orth.bgonal reference axes. To accomplish this, nine measuremnts are
necessary. However, when the equations for the output of the instruments
are written and the maximan expected values of the linear and angular
accelerations and angular velocities are substituted from Reference 4, It
is evident that for the moderate angular velocities used, the centripetal
accelerations are small. Consequently, the nruber of measurements W be
reduced from nine to six leavinr only the linear and angular accelerations
to be determined. The six equations are,

-X ML a X Oc Iyj 0(y (ZI

Ai, a y,- , a (X5 -Vy 7) + , (' x ,- 7z ) (3)

A. - (x.(x.-x ) + (XI,( -. ) (4)

A C,. - a - (5)

SA,4  = a, .-co',4x,-x',•,). cx•, y,-y/,), (6)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Sol".ing for the six unknown accelerations as shown in Appendix B,

results ini

cz -,,,

-C( A., = , -20) - yel (z - (io"AuIsL- (iz)As14 -i x U

Ofing the geometry of Figure 1 ad Table I, and the center of gravity

location from Reference 5 which corresponds to an initial gross weight of

201,•254 pounds, the above 9qu~ations were evaluated. The time chosen,
t = 60 seconds, is the time of maximu dynamic pressure ad minimu a+lowable
angle of attack. The following equations wre obtained it Appendix Co a

06 - - oomItrkl t ooltfre46 +"go~4o 47#y -.01/i4A~Ay ~I

(y 2 o 3(. l 4, -. 0/9490AJ ,.oIo/ZyAa)

06CO- 04F94WD4EN TI*437 .A L
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4,0, a-.0,9p4".1 +.oP9fs%0- 4 1 ý7.9-sw~ .. 2042j9VAls (17)

a -. 0oN&5 4x, -. oz12/594 An 4.-%,oZ/5v 4.103443 4+ -.1e34V34,p +4st,4()

These equations, 13 to 18, are good only for the specified geometry ani
center of gravity location.

Equations 13 to 18 show the relative contribution of each instrument
toward the measurement of the net acceleration about any of the three
axes. These equations may be then used to evaluate the effect of an
error in any instrument upon the final acceleration measurement accuracy.
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TABLE I

XSM-65A Accelerometer and

Center Gravity Locations

Accelerometer Accelerometer Locations

Inches Inches Inches

Al 11.33 63.40 1045.25

A2 - 0.45 - 2.50 429.55

A3 -11.33 -63.40 1045.25

A4 14.28 63.40 1045.25

A5 2.00 - 0.30 429.55

A6 -14.28 -63.40 1045.25

C.G. Location
at t = 60 sec.
G. Wt = 201,254 Lbs. - 0.84 0.29 919.50

FORM 109A~
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APPENDIX A

R•edcin the Number of Unknwnms

The output of each accelerometer will include components of acceleration
resulting ftom translational acceleration, angular a2cceleration and angular
velocity. The outputs of the various instruments may be written as:

A,, - .(. }- , -(. , (A • ,
"A - (X' -) X) -

A=Z ax - 40w', -Xj, - 0- (y-• U-)- (AZ)

•-Aim . X -, W6 (Xv -,x~jl.%'/x, .X? lcys(ys ,U7,),+0ý,(1, ) -.7 A3

A~w (44)

A• ='V& •=y -T-;y-Y,) -0,s xr -X.7)40(XZ#-J) (45)

As - a. - (Z6-Z.: 412•(Z,6 -). (X,.- )(V 1+ 0..- 1 ,

These six equations contain nine unknowns, ax, ay, as, wx, Wy, Vsp and
O~xOay,. 0( so that in theory three more squations are required for solution.
However, by examining the ngnitude of each term, three unknowns may be
eliminated.

At t = 60 seconds, the time corresponding t- maximum dynamic pressure,
the instrument outputs were evaluated# Using the mximum expected values
of the accelerations and angular velocities. The values used are:

_ 6 4/ee
Ia, '- 16 kl/Z-

as - z./5( •t/te
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t 3 a3cle inco.osz3n rawz.'

tj13 4e;q/sec W0.0S5z% aell/see

w 3 Jeh-- a. *236 r~ad/sec

'~x 25 Arflec 0-43433 (Acd Asc

0(; Z2 de; /Sec 0. 43433 ra.'/:ser

oe 1 2 5 Ole, /Se o. 43633 rad/src

where -

a translational acceleration

La ~ angular velocity

" angular acceleration

Substituting these values and the geometry from Table I into equations
Al to A6 results ins

/x, = /6- 0.003 - 0.oo03 - 2.295 + 4.572 (47)

A2. 'W 14 - 0. oo - o.oo 0 ,9 +0./o/ - /7 684 (48)

Ax3  4/ + a.ooZ + o. oo2 + 2.3/1,, +,4.57. (A9)

- o.o/4 - o. 04 - o.f$5o + 4.572 (,4o)

4f / +/4 0.000/ t 0. o0 / - 0./o3 -/78/5" (6/)

Am r(09./ -noz9 - 0.oZ9 - 0. 489 - 2.3/4 (6/2)

It is evident in each equation that the contributions of the second
and third terms, which are due to the angular velocities, are quite mall.
Therefore, these torus may be miletetd. The six remaining unknown@ than
are the three translational accelerations and three angular accelerations,

CONFIDENTIAL
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Dependin, upontthe direction of the angular accelerations, when the
translational acceleration is at maximum the instrument outputs my vary
betweent

9.i/-7 As A., 2 2.873

-1.917 - Ax, 4 3 3. 91'7

9./07 ,s 22.893

/1. 849 A. ep • 2/./15/

/929 d. Ays 6 33.929

9. 304 A' ," 72.oz8

Therefore, it is not necessarily apparent from the output of a single
instrument whether the translational acceleration has reached its uaxiui
esplitude at any instant of time. This should be kept in mind when
analyzing flight records.

CONFIDENTIAL
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APF7NDIX B

§2ig fot he Acceleration

After eliminating the angular velocity terms from Equations Al to A6
they may be rewritten as:

A -, ax -(,(-1 (Y

Axs ax -, , +1(z;(Z -z7 ) M)

Ayr 0(t, ÷•(x, -%)(C; +x(if,-L7) ( 4W)

Ax 11 , -Y•-,7) (2, -7?{ 7

A,. - 7),l• (z,-?•
,z Au A , (88)

A -(l,-j) ZA7
D% NI D (&-i4)

AdI (81o)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Solving then forCy,, z and a, yields

o(•-_ -.= -A, biz -q.] An-_ L Y, - ,]I t AA Cy,-L,_
D V, Z. - Y, ) t( -V, Z , -U) + y. z -y,)

AtI? -JL ?~,F , + A *i ~- 4+ U
D (yZz ý-2 7,) + (y i) (, 7(, -- zL),

Alternate forms of the solution fo/ aa are

aY3, ,- (Y.8+(-V.)) +/,)

2 -' )Z) (+,)

I~ Ass [ (Ya, - yý Zxg) +- J2 (,z,- (V, -00,

AxC3 + OE

CON~l'FI DENTIA L
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Now using the solution for(z and solving equations(B4jand(B5)for•t

yielda

( Z, - (wx) (817)

•,. ,4,,-,-,,. x.-x,- (A C4J.[.- A+,..[i,;J *Ax 3LiiiJ•

74 r Zf -~ ZS i~ Y ) i( +( ?2

Then ay may be obtained frtm either

:- a• - ~.V4, + ty,. (x<.- x,,) -•,/.-<, e•
a. Ai + 0( (X3 -x,0 - (o, L

Finally solving B6 for a. yields

a1 IU X ,0 - cvI F

UNC~sIAS~
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APPENIX C

Evaluattmg the Contribution of' Each IUS&Mtret

Substituting the geometry from Table I into the acceleration equaticias
res'jlts in the following:

From (B 12)

-&-57v x,4 o 4-.. 4/.6-,7o /
78070.76 ),e(I

Oy - .0.',4,637 Axl + .0.94637 Ai, CL

F r m B 1) 6 o q , x 1 - 1J 2 4 8 4% 2 + ý . A-4') i
(S094ý 7d'07-0.74 /Z (c3)

0y .00.93',614.v - .0/94.9o Axi +.ool.a19 4n (C41

.po (,17 -12.28 (-.03W637Axg +.O.94437 4 s3 ~( s
C/5. =7At-0x /Z (5

Oe m4 'm.05451b,4 4 -.olpo 4r --o'aAw,4 +oolsaaAx3 (C61

JL ýE Ax, +. geIE4Axz + 3os'6.9 9 4 6u (C7)
78070.76

a .4o4/94Ac1 +.2 042394 xx I-. 3.9/547Ac (Ca)
From (B 19)

S~I2$75 t19?o -.019490+ - .00/8&54x, .-OM~86 4,

-0 9.463 7 A, -t.91.7s)A4(Cq)
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w2ý -.o99458e4x, +.o.9945s&Ar +.75&-/4~ +Z0423.94, (CIO)

Fro- (B 21) /+ l A

at4 -AIs -, -0.o/949 ,,Ax-, + *t. oo mAx3) (C

Qa - .o0o4,3 A,, -. o/z62.9Axz +.o213.A z, ÷.A103443 A4,,.

-/o34434,, + 46 (ciz)
The numerical values of the coefficients are good only for the geometry

specified in Table I. Since the location of center of gravity wil2. change
with time, these coefficients will vary with time. In addition, thze location
of the instruments may change which would also cause the coefficients to
change from the values quoted herein. Consequently before using any of
these relations in data reduction, all numerical quantities should be
carefully chocked.
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